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evening Asquith said good-bye I took him to the door,
and whilst he was being helped on with his coat, he
remarked "A cheery ruffian. Bidder " When Bidder
left, I took him also to the door, and as he heaved his/
bulky figure into his coat and wrapped the thick woollen
muffler about his neck, he observed "A cheery ruffian,
Asquith " Thus each betrayed his admiration for the
other, and his disapproval of the other's politics
In the early days conversation once turned on current
politics It was war-time, and I said to Mr Asquith
"You will have to have conscription It's the only way
by which you can get the married men to go They
want to, but fear to leave their wives and children You
will have to send them " Then I saw a new Asquith,
severe, a man of deep conviction "No, not while I am
Prime Minister " I do not pretend to judge of these high
matters, but I could tell that there was a world of careful
and deep thought behind this strange judgment But at
the time, I could not help thinking that, in spite of the
clearness of his thought, there must be in it something
of the limitation which I also thought I saw m Sidney
Webb and some of the other Fabians whom I knew
What they had once discovered they must go on always
expounding they are not of those who must go on for
ever making new discoveries
The discoverers, the adventurous-minded, Wells,
Lloyd George, Nansen, all flying men, all finding their
way by losing it Asquith, Sidney Webb, sure men,
tracing a new way with cautious step or seeking to know
the future by appealing to the past And Shaw, the
greatest middleman who ever hved, building a new
world out of the crumbling debns of the old Bringing
together, summing up and interpreting the experience
of the past, and marrying it with new thoughts whereby
may be begotten the new world of the future The
Linnaeus of literature* As the great Swedish naturalist
took all the planks and loose stones of knowledge, sawn
or hewn by those who went before him, and built a
splendid new temple of knowledge, so Shaw He stands

